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OBJECTIVES AND INVESTMENT POLICY

CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCES (Share Class  CIP)          (*) Inception ANNUAL RETURNS (Share Class CIP)

1 month 3 months YTD 1 year 3 years 5 years 2018* 2018

MWMCE 0,90% 2,82%

Indicator

Relativ Diff.

According to the law, the mutual fund should not be compared to its benchmark the first year.

PERFORMANCE CHART (SINCE SEPTEMBER 2018) 

RISK INDICATORS *

Fund Indicator Indicator

1 y

3 y

5 y

* Ratios calculated on a weekly basis 

MAIN MOVEMENTS OVER THE PAST MONTH

New Positions Strenghtened Positions Reduced Positions Sold Positions
    

- - Softline

- - Akasol AG

- - Baumont Group

- - Amer Sports

-  Xing SE

-  

COMMENTS

4,05

        MW MULTI-CAPS EUROPE
  This UCITS is a sub-fund of the SICAV MW ASSET MANAGEMENT

       Fund Manager : Cyril DEBLAYE

ISIN Bloomberg Fund Size (M €)

Share Class CIP 88,1500 € LU1868452340 MWMCCIP LX Equity

Ahold Delhaize

Volatility

Imterpum group SPA

Insufficient data

Campari

L'Oreal

Insufficient data

Tracking Error
Sharpe Ratio

Fund

Insufficient data

The aim of this fund is to outperform its benchmark, the DJ STOXX 600 NR (coupons re-invested) over the recommended holding 
period.  
 

This index reflects the investment universe of the Sub-fund but is not compelling to its management.  
 

This Sub-Fund complies with European standards and is actively managed on a discretionary basis. In order to achieve this 
objective, the Sub-Fund is constantly 75% to 110 % invested in equities from various sectors and market capitalisations, of 
which :  
 

- 0% to 25% in non european equity markets (OECD countries or emerging),  
 

- 0% to 25% in interest rate instruments of private and public sector, with a minimal acquisition rating of A- for the short-term or 
BBB- for the long term according to the Standard & Poor’s rating system or an equivalent acquisition rating based on the analysis of 
the management company,  
 

The Sub-Fund will not be exposed to the convertible bonds’ market. The cumulative exposure will not exceed 110% of the 
assets.  
 

The Sub-Fund can invest up to 20% in UCITS units and shares.  
 

The Sub-Fund may also invest in derivative products or products that may include some derivative element. The Manager 
will take open or hedging positions to cover equity risks and will be able to hedge currency risks through derivatives.  
 

The Sub-Fund is eligible to PEA (Equity SavingsPlan) in France.  
 

Demands for subscribing and/or redeeming units must be received by the administrator, CACEIS Bank, Luxembourg, before 
16h00(4.00 PM) on any business day, when the Net Asset Value is calculated. They will be carried out based on the next Net 
Asset Value at unknown quote and settled on T+2.  
 

Recommended investment holding period : 5 years.  
 

The Sub-Fund will capitalize the income derived from its investments.  

 
  

In February, investors’ risk appetite continued its recovery initiated in early January. This positive tone is the consequence of three elements. First, recent economic statistics show a 
rebound in global economic activity and no longer seem consistent with the expectations of recession that prevailed at the end of last year. In addition, major central banks (Fed and ECB in 
particular) continue to distil accommodative messages.  
 
Fears of key rates hike by the ECB are no longer relevant and the institution is ready for further liquidity injections if needed. For its part, the Fed has communicated several times on its 
desire to mark a pause in its rising rates cycle. Finally, in the "political risks" chapter, grounds for optimism have emerged.  
 
The outcome of the Brexit is still uncertain but as the deadline approaches (March 29th), we seem to be entering into a possible climate of concessions and a shared desire to avoid the 
worst case scenario: an exit without agreement. Similarly, signs of appeasement and an outline of agreement emerged in recent Sino-US trade talks. 
 
We took advantage of the strong up trend on financial markets in order to reduce sightly the exposure to German smal cap equi ties , we sold Softline, Akasol, Baumont et Xing in favor to 
reinforce our position on well known big internationals names such as l’Oreal, Campari, and Ahold.  
Indeed, our exposure on the German market had as a consequence that we didn’t take advantage of the strong up trend movement on european index. Financial markets all over the 
month continue their strong , regular, progress mainly due to Central Banks accomodating tones on economical expectations and forward guidances. 
 
Small cap equities will certainly catch up the trend when economical figures will be better on euro Land, we think that it should happen on the second part of the year. 
In addition, the month of  February is that of large-cap publication , our small caps small caps sub-fund will publish mainly in March ans so shouldn’t move more over this period. 
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MAIN EQUITY POSITIONS MAIN PERFORMANCE CONTRIBUTORS OF THE MONTH
Name % Currency Country Sector

ARGAN 3,47% 273000,00% #N/A

TAG IMMOBILIEN AG 3,14% 621900,00% #N/A

NEMETSCHEK SE 3,04% 95900,00% #N/A

BARCO N.V. 3,01% 90800,00% #N/A

EVOTEC AG 2,93% 574600,00% #N/A

MAIN GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN

MAIN SECTORS BREAKDOWN

ASSET CLASS BREAKDOWN CAPITALISATION BREAKDOWN

CHARACTERISTICS of Share Class CIP
Informations Fees

Investment Category European Equities Subscription 2% max.

Inception date 03/09/2018 Redemption None

Valuation frequency Daily Management 2% TTC

Depositary CACEIS Luxembourg Outperformance None

Settlement T+2 Indicator : Eurostoxx 600 Net Return

These UCITS are approved and regulated by the Surveillance Commission of the Financial Sector (CSSF) in Luxembourg

Non contractual document

% of average AUMPositive % of average AUM Negative

Legal form : Sub-funds of an open-ended investment fund incorporated in Luxembourg, intended for institutional investors particularly

MW GESTION - AMF-accredited GP 92 - 014 - 7 Rue Royale - 75008 PARIS - RCS Paris B 388 455 321

Tel : 01 42 86 54 45 - Fax : 01 47 03 45 97 - contact@mwgestion.com - www.mwgestion.com
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